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Manipulation of single vortices in YBa 2Cu3O6.354 with a locally applied
magnetic field

Brian W. Gardner,a) Janice C. Wynn,a) D. A. Bonn,b) Ruixing Liang,b) W. N. Hardy,b)

John R. Kirtley,c) Vladimir G. Kogan,d) and Kathryn A. Molere)

Geballe Laboratory for Advanced Materials, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

~Received 20 September 2001; accepted for publication 20 November 2001!

We demonstrate the controlled, reversible manipulation of individual vortices in a superconductor
with a locally applied magnetic field. The local field is supplied by a field coil on a superconducting
quantum interference device~SQUID!. The SQUID is used to image the vortices before and after
moving. This device can be used both to push individual vortices and to create individual vortex–
antivortex pairs. We calculate the force applied on a rigid vortex and find that;0.5 pN is necessary
to move vortices in underdoped single crystals of YBa2Cu3O6.354 with Tc; 12 K. © 2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1445468#
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The ability to manipulate single vortices in a superco
ductor is of interest for the study of pinning sites in sup
conducting materials, and to control vortex configurations
superconducting devices. We report a method for locally
plying a controlled, tunable force to a vortex at the surface
a superconductor. We demonstrate this technique by rev
ibly moving individual vortices and by creating vortex
antivortex pairs at the surface of a single crystal
YBa2Cu3O6.354. The force is provided by a locally applie
magnetic field from a current-carrying coil integrated into
scanning superconducting quantum interference de
~SQUID!. The applied field induces screening currents in
sample, thereby exerting a Lorentz force on the vortex.

Moving single vortices in a superconductor has be
achieved previously in limited cases. Currents in cross-s
Josephson junctions have been used to move part of a vo
in one of the superconducting layers reversibly between
ning sites, determining the vortex position from junction d
fraction patterns.1–7 Plourde and Van Harlingen8 observed
that the tip of a scanning SQUID microscope would irreve
ibly sweep vortices out of its path in amorphous MoGe film
but not in Nb films, though the exact mechanism is not
understood. The technique reported here should be viable
many materials and sample types, providesin situ images of
the vortex configuration, does not depend on fabricatin
Josephson junction out of the sample material, and prov
a tunable local force.

Single crystals of very underdoped YBa2Cu3O6.354 were
chosen as a test material in anticipation of relatively l
pinning forces. Two test samples were grown by Lian
Bonn, and Hardy9,10 with Tc of 11 and 12 K and transition
widths of about 2 K. Both crystals were approximately 1 m
by 1 mm in theab plane and 50mm thick along thec axis.
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The sample thickness is simply a product of the grow
technique. As discussed below, quantitative interpretation
the results would be simpler in samples that are thinner t
the penetration depth. The samples were imaged with theab
plane parallel to the sample surface. TheTc511 K sample
was subsequently reannealed to create a third sample
Tc56 K and a 3 Ktransition width. Vortex motion was dem
onstrated in all three samples. Vortex–antivortex pairs w
created in theTc511 K sample and in theTc56 K sample.

The apparatus used for this experiment is a scann
SQUID microscope with the SQUID mounted on a piezole
tric scanner with a scan range of 70mm at 4.2 K.11 A lower
limit on the usable temperature range of 1.5 K is set by
base temperature of the flow cryostat, and an upper limi
;8 K by the niobium-based SQUID. The entire cryostat
surrounded by triple-layer mu-metal shielding which shie
out the Earth’s magnetic field. The residual field inside t
microscope is sufficiently small (;20 mG), so that cooling
below Tc gives a sparse arrangement of vortices within
field of view of the scanning SQUID.

The SQUID has an 8mm by 8 mm square pickup loop
which detects the flux over the surface of the sample. It a
has an octagonal field coil, 21mm across, concentric with the
pickup loop@Fig. 1~a!#. The field coil is used to apply loca
fields to the sample, the maximum field being determined
its critical current, which is 55 mA at 4.2 K. The pickup loo
and field coil are within 2° of parallel to the sample at
height of 1–2mm above the surface. With the field coil at
height of 2mm, our maximum current corresponds to a for
of ;5 pN on a vortex directly under one edge of the co
according to the model described below.

To move a vortex, current was applied through the fie
coil for 10 s ~with 4 s linear ramp up beforehand and 4
ramp down after! and the area was rescanned to see if any
the vortices had moved. The current was increased increm
tally until a scan showed that a vortex had moved. TheTc

511 and 12 K samples required 4–6 mA to move a vort
depending on location and vortex configuration, and theTc

56 K sample took 0.2 mA. Subsequent scans showed
vortex to be stable in its new location for at least seve
hours. The process was repeated with current passed in
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reverse direction until the vortex moved again. Once the c
rents necessary to move the vortex in each direction w
established, we moved the vortex back and forth many tim
and always found it to move between the same two appr
mate positions~Fig. 1!. Vortex pinning potentials are ex
pected to vary on the scale of the coherence length, so
would need to improve our effective spatial resolution
resolve individual pinning sites and map out pinning pote
tials.

To determine the force applied on the vortex, we fi
calculate the magnetic fields within the sample due to

FIG. 1. ~Color!, Moving vortices.~a! Sketch of the field coil~octagonal! and
pickup loop ~square! of the scanning SQUID on the same scale as
images.~b!–~d! show movement of a single vortex between pinning sites
a Tc511 K YBa2Cu3O6.354crystal atT53.4 K. ~b! Scanning SQUID image
of the initial configuration of vortices.~c! Same area after a currentI fc

523 mA has been passed through the field coil for 10 s with the SQU
held stationary over the center of the image. The two vortices in the
right corner of the scan area have moved.~d! After running a currentI fc

54 mA through the field coil with the SQUID at the image center. Bo
vortices have moved back to their original locations.

FIG. 2. Force on a vortex, assuminglab51 mm, as a function of the dis-
tance of the vortex from the axis of the field coil, evaluated for a curr
I fc55 mA through a field coil of radiusr fc510.5mm at heightsh51, 2,
and 3mm above the superconductor surface. A positive current,I fc counter-
clockwise from above, and vortex flux along theẑ direction are assumed
Inset: force per unit length on the vortex as a function of depth below
surface of the sample, evaluated for a vortex directly beneath the field
wire (r 5r fc).
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field coil based on the method of Refs. 12 and 13, wh
involves solving the London equations by Fourier transf
mation in thex andy directions. The screening currents a
determined from these fields via Maxwell’s equationJ
5“3H, and the Lorentz force exerted on the vortex follow
from F5F0*2`

0 J3 ẑdz, where J is evaluated at thex-y
location of the vortex core. We have assumed that the vo
is a rigid cylinder along thez axis, ignoring the possibility of
bending. The force is integrated along the length of the v
tex. Treating the field coil as a circular current loop of radi
r fc and carrying currentI fc , the resulting total force on the
vortex is in the radial direction from the axis of the field co
and may be written:

Fr~r !52
F0I fcr fc

2lab
2 E

0

` dk ke2kh

q~q1k!
J1~kr fc!J1~kr !, ~1!

whereq5Alab
221k2, lab is the in-plane penetration depth

F0 is the superconducting flux quantum, andh is the height
of the field coil above the sample. This equation can also
derived by the method of Clem and Coffey14 when the pen-
etration depth is isotropic in theab plane, as we assum
here. A graph of the result is shown in Fig. 2. We have us
the following values in the calculation:I fc55 mA, F0

52 fT m2, lab51 mm, andr fc510.5mm. The approximate
value forlab is consistent with Hall probe studies of isolate
vortices in theTc512 K sample.15 The force varies by a
factor of 2 forlab ranging from 0.1 to 2mm. h52 mm is a
typical value for the height of the SQUID above the samp
With these assumptions, the total force on a vortex requ
to observe vortex motion was;0.5 pN in theTc511 and 12
K samples.

In addition to moving single vortices back and forth, w
can also use our system to create a pair of vortices at
surface of the superconductor where none was before.
pair formed has one member inside the field coil and o
outside with the opposite flux, as appropriate for the dir
tion of the field applied by the field coil. The thickness of o
samples makes it possible that the vortex pairs did not p
etrate all the way through the crystal, but instead forme
U-shaped tube of flux within the crystal. We found th
vortex–antivortex pairs can be created with applied fie
just slightly greater than that necessary to move vortices.
the Tc511 K sample, we could create pairs withI fc57
210 mA, depending on location and the height of the fie
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e
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FIG. 3. ~Color!, Creation and annihilation of a vortex pair at the surface
a YBa2Cu3O6.354 crystal with Tc56 K at T52.7 K. ~a! Scanning SQUID
image of a region with no vortices. A sketch of the field coil and pickup lo
is superimposed.~b! Same region after running a currentI fc50.8 mA
through the field coil for 10 s. Two vortices of opposite flux~a vortex–
antivortex pair! have been created.~c! The pair annihilates partway throug
a later scan~raster direction is left to right!. The color scale has been am
plified in ~d! for clarity.
e or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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coil. For theTc56 K sample a currentI fc50.8 mA would
create a pair.

Once we have created a pair, we scan continuousl
see when the vortex and antivortex annihilate~Fig. 3!. Even
at a given temperature, the pair annihilation time rang
from tens of seconds to more than 24 h. Instead of sim
annihilating, some pairs moved closer on a time scale
minutes, and then persisted in their new locations. Pres
ably, the pair moves together until both members of the p
are stuck in local pinning potentials that exceed the vorte
antivortex attraction. In a simpler geometry, such as a fi
that is thin compared to the penetration depth, this beha
could be used to quantitatively determine the pinning for
In a simple model of thermal activation over a single barr
the annihilation time would depend exponentially on t
temperature. Preliminary measurements of the tempera
dependence did not follow such a simple model. Detai
measurements of the temperature dependence of the dis
tion of annihilation times could provide a great deal of info
mation about the pinning landscape.

In addition to the advantages discussed earlier, this te
nique has two disadvantages. First, it does not provide
image of the vortex below the surface of the superconduc
The two-dimensionality of the information complicates t
interpretation of studies in thick films and bulk sample
where bending of the vortices may occur. This should
affect studies of thin films. Second, the field coil applies
force over many square microns. It can only be used to
nipulate a single vortex when the vortex is sufficiently is
lated. This limitation could be reduced by designing differe
field coils. Scaling the field coil and pickup loop to small
dimensions would result in more localized applied fields,
well as improve the resolution of the SQUID for imagin
The SQUIDs are commercially fabricated according
HYPRES design rules16 because it is important for th
pickup loop to be fabricated with a process that allows
loaded 07 May 2011 to 171.67.216.23. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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pickup loop leads to be properly shielded.17 It would be pos-
sible to subsequently fabricate a submicron field coil on
SQUID chip, and apply forces on a submicron scale.

For SQUIDs with a minimum detectable flux change
dF, the minimum detectable vortex motion is given bydx
5(dF/dx)21dF. For a vortex moving near the edge of an
mm pickup loop, the change in flux with the vortex positio
is dF/dx'0.1F0 /mm. In principle, it is possible to deter
mine a vortex’s position on the angstrom scale, even with
existing 8mm pickup loops.
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